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Birthday boy:
Eminent attorney
Roop Sharma
celebrated his
87th birthday this
week, surrounded by close
family that included daughters
Mala, Stuti,
Kamla and
Prabha. Equality
joins the
Caribbean community, which
Sharma has
served tirlessly,
in wishing him a
Happy Birthday.
BOWING OUT? West Indies cricket stars Chris Gayle (l) and Dwayne Bravo
played what many believed to be their last World Cup game on the weekend as reports swirl that both men are retiring from Test cricket. See story on Page 28

Marlin Herbs is
about Restorative
Health.

CANADIAN SCHOOL FOR GUYANA HEALTH CARE: The Guyana
Ministry of Health recently signed an agreement with McMaster University in
Hamilton, to train Guyanese physicians to boost the country’s health sector. Here,
Guyana Health Minister Dr Frank Anthony is seated with Karen Bilaire Chair,
Board of the International Outreach Program at McMaster. Standing at the back
is: Dr Angelo Mikrogianakis and Dr Narendra Singh Full story on Page 11
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We offer restorative
e
herba
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treatments
s for metabolic
illness such
h as...

My name is Marliin Marsh, I have
workked as a herba
h balist
li and
dh
homeopathic
hi
consultant for oveer 24 years,
thrro
oughout many clinics in the GT
TA
A.
I am now ex
exclusivvely working and
consulting thrro
ough my own clinic,
Marlin Herbs.
I am a health and
d wellness educator
trreeating thrro
ough herbs
h
and dietary
support for you to
o live your best life.
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Colitis And
A
Crohn’s Disease
Irritable
e Bowel Symptoms
Dialysis, Prevention
P
and Support
COPD Chronic Ob
bstructive Pulmonary Dise
Ostherroclosis Bone Loss
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Restorative
Restora
ative healtth
h,
that is what
Marlin Herbs is
always about.

Restorative healtth, that is what Marlin Herbs is alway aboutt.
Health is not the absen
nce of Disease.
IT IS A ST
TA
AT E OF PHYSICAL,, MORAL AN D SPIRITUAL WELL BEING.

There are four main types of disease: infe
ectious diseases, deficiency diseases, hereditary
diseases (including both genetic disease
es and non-genetic hereditary diseases), and
physiological diseases.

INFECTIOUS

DEFICIENCY

HEREDITAR
TARY
Y

PHYSIOLOGICAL
L

Organs, standard
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l
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d tonics
t i s
are offffered.
✔
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The lungs
The liver
The bladder
The kidneys
The heart
The stomach
The intestines

Glandular system customise treatmentt of
herbs are offered.

Our Goal is Curative
Therapeutive Corrective
Health
Therapeutic treatments herbal and
nutritional support is offered for all the
major organ systems in the human body,
which include the circulatory, respiratory,
digestive, excretory, nervous, endocrine
lymphatic systems, immune, integumentarry
(includes hair and
d nail), skeletal, muscle an
nd
reproductive systems.
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Mini budget in Ontario proposes
new Highway 413, staycation beneﬁt
The Ford government is ramping
up spending ahead of the June 2022
general election, with the deficit actually projected to rise by $5 billion this
year, with spending planned for healthcare, two new GTA highways and a tax
credit for people to vacation in Ontario.
But if you were hoping for any cut
to the high cost of gasoline in the
province, something Premier Doug Ford
suggested he might do when asked earlier this week, you’ll have to keep waiting.
The Fall Economic Statement
tabled on Thursday includes a 20212022 deficit of $21.5 billion, up $5.1
billion from the end of the 2020-2021
fiscal year.
The 2021-22 deficit figure is more
than $11 billion below what was projected in the 2021 budget.
Last Thursday's statement also
projects deficits of $19.6 billion in
2022-23 and $12.9 billion in 2023-24.
Overall, spending is increasing by
about $3 billion more than what was in
the 2021-22 budget, in part due to
spending on a raft of new measures in
health-care, home-care, retirement
homes, and initial work to build Highway 413 and the Bradford Bypass.
The Highway 413 project would
link the Highway 401 and 407 junction
to Highway 400, while the Bradford Bypass would offer an east-west link between Highway 400 and Highway 404.
While neither project has passed
the design stage, the Fall Economic
Statement earmarks up $1.6 billion for
the projects within a larger fund dedi-

Poll:
Canadians
support
climate
change plan

Map shows the proposed route for Highway 413

cated to the upkeep of all highways.
Officials would not quantify how
much money of the $1.6 billion is going
to either project, saying they have not
yet been put out to tender.
Finance Minister Peter Bethlenfalvy told reporters they needed to start
building the two highways to address
gridlock in the GTA.
“You can’t cycle and walk in parts
of the 905 so we have to keep building
highways,” he said.
The Highway 413 project has been
a political football, with the previous
Wynne government cancelling it.
Liberal Leader Steven Del Duca,
who was transport minister under
Wynne, said the government is downplaying how costly the highway will be
and overstating its benefits.
“There is no timeline and there is
no costing and there is no clarity on

After Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau made multiple policy announcements across the pond at the
COP26 climate summit in Scotland, a
new poll hints at how Canadians feel
about those developments.
Sixty-nine per cent of respondents
to an online survey by Leger and the Association for Canadian Studies say they
support Canada's announcement at the
summit that it will cap and reduce pollution from the oil and gas sector toward
net zero by 2050.
Some 65 per cent of respondents
also say they support the government's
new policy to stop exporting coal by

whether or not this highway will be
tolled,” he said. “This project will take
at least 10 years to complete and may
cost up to $10 billion.”
Catherine Fife, finance critic for
the NDP, said the highways were purely
to win votes in the GTA.
“This government is making some
very poor choices that are focused
solely on their own political ambition.”
Also earmarked is $270 million for
a first of its kind “Ontario Staycation
Tax Credit.”
Under this program, people who
take a trip anywhere in Ontario in 2022
will be able to claim up to 20 per cent
of the cost of a trip, up to $1,000 for an
individual or $2,000 for a family.
They are also extending a tax credit
aimed at keeping seniors in their homes
with retrofits, as well as a COVID-designed credit for job retraining for 2022,

2030, a move which would end the trade
abroad of about 36 million tonnes of the
resource, currently 60 per cent of what
the country produces.
Sixty-one per cent also support
Canada's recent policy announcement
that it will halt subsidies that assist oil
and natural gas companies to run and
grow their operations outside the country by the end of 2022.
The online survey of 1,565 Canadians cannot be assigned a margin of
error because internet-based polls are
not considered random samples.
Despite general agreement on these
issues, Leger executive vice-president

at a combined cost of $80 million.
Spending in health-care is rising by
$541 million over the next three years
to increase the availability of nurses and
personal support workers for homecare.
The province is also spending $922
million to continue wage increases for
personal support workers through 2022.
Fare-starved municipal transit
agencies are also getting $345 million in
help.
There is also $10 million extra to
help First Nations conduct surveys for
unmarked graves around former residential schools and obtain death registration records for free for the next three
years.
Opposition parties criticized the
government for not including any real
help to address rising living costs in Ontario, fuelled by once-in-a generation
level hikes in inflation.
“There is so much that’s not in this
fall economic statement considering
what then needs of Ontarians are - just
shows how out of touch this government
is,” NDP leader Andrea Horwath said.
Bethlenfalvy replied that the government has “done a lot to address affordability,” pointing to the minimum
wage increase to $15 taking effect in
January 2022.
He declined to comment when
asked if the government would announce a gas tax cut or an income tax
cut, both things they promised while
campaigning in 2018.
“Today’s not the day I will be talking about personal income tax,” he said.

Christian Bourque says Canadians from
fossil fuel-producing regions including
Saskatchewan and Alberta tend to agree
less on policies related to climate
change because those changes directly
affect their economies.
Meanwhile, respondents from Quebec led the other provinces in their support of Canada's recent climate policy
commitments, followed by British Columbia.
“In regions like B.C. or Quebec,
we see that the level of agreement with
reducing production and pollution is always higher because it doesn't directly
affect the economy,” said Bourque.

Guyana and the Caribbean
are open for visitors! Book
your travel now
Equality Travel 416-759-2359
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EDITORIAL & OPINIONS

Stop the
games,
Williams
Paying
theAG
price
The decision by Guyana Attorney Gen-

If, after a trip to the supermarket
eral Basil Williams to file two appeals of
or the gas station, you are hoping the
the decision by Chief Justice Roxanne
dent
made in your wallet is a temporary
George-Wiltshire’s findings that last Deone,
you might want to hold that
cember’s No-confidence vote against the
thought.
government
was constitutional,
is grasping
The skyrocketing
prices we
are
at straws.
seeing
in everything from potatoes to
“The
Honourable
regular
gas
are likelyChief
here Justice
to stay.RoxanneAccording
George-Wiltshire
erred
and misdito Bank of Canada
rected herself
in law wheninflation
she ruled may
that
governor
Tiff Macklem,
motionlonger
of no-confidence
upon a divibethearound
than anticipated,
and
sion
vote
of
33:32
members
of
the
National
may not be just a transitory economic
Assembly
was by
validly
passed as
requihiccup
caused
the Covid
19the
pansite majority of all the elected members of
demic.
the National
to article
“I think Assembly,
transitorypursuant
to economists,
106
(6)
of
the
constitution,”
the
Attorney
means sort of not permanent,” said
General contends
in his
appeal. “I think
Macklem
in a recent
interview.
In her
decision,transitory
CJ George-Wiltshire
to a lot
of people,
means it's
explained
that
in
getting
a
majority,
oneI
going to be over quickly and maybe
side know
must acquire
one
morethe
than
the word
other
don't
exactly
what
right
majority,
she said,
is,side.
butAn
it'sabsolute
probably
something
likeasyou
specified
by
the
constitution,
is
a
majority
know, transitory but not short-lived.”
Macklem has promised to keep inflation under control, but to be honest
we have little hope of ever seeing
prices of everyday goods return to a
Dear Friends,
reasonable
measure in the near future.

of all Members of Parliament present re-

Of course, we understand the imgardless if they are present or not. The
pact of a global pandemic on the world
chief justice concluded that an absolute maeconomy,
and we know that the measjority is 33.
ures
taken to curb Covid worldwide
As such, she ruled, the motion was conmeant
that factories were shut down,
stitutionally
andintherefore
legal.
resulting in aallowed,
shortage
the supply
This means
that the Granger government
chain
of goods.
mustWe
abide
by understand
the constitution,
which
says
also
basic
economthey
must
step
down
and
call
elections
ics, which dictate that prices rise when
within 90exceeds
days of the
date of
no confidemand
supply.
Sothe
while
dence taking
vote, which
was hit
December
21, 2018.
we’re
a major
in our wallets,
It isitreasonable
to just
expect
theof
we get
that this is
thethat
way
Granger
administration,
which
is
sworn to
today’s world.
uphold
the constitution,
will
abide
by it,will
While
we can hope
that
prices
now that
its things
bid to overturn
vote has
drop
when
return tothenormal
and
been
found
lacking.
supply meets or exceeds demand, this
If itbefails
to do
so, it becomes
an illegal
might
only
applicable
to items
other
administration.
than
gas.
The
moveLiberal
by Williams,
therefore,
Former
MP Dan
seems to us just
attempt
to forestall
McTeague,
whoanother
runs the
popular
webthe inevitable
in a desperate
to holdexon
site
Gasbuddy.com,
said hebiddoesn’t
to
power.
pect prices at the pump to drop any
time soon.
"This is a global energy crisis
made worse by higher taxes on fuel,
made worse by a lack of investment.
great
amount of time
effort hascan't
now been
Oil
companies,
gas and
companies
get

Legal minds everywhere have said that

financing. We have banks around the
the government has no ground to stand on
world,
including Canada, targeted by
via this latest appeal. All it is doing is draggreen organizations that are withholdging the country through political uncering
financing to get more oil and natutainty at a time when clear leadership is
ral gas out there to a market that is
needed to move
the more."
nation forward in terms
desperate
to have
of dealing
with itssays
own while
fledgling
oil econMcTeague
everyone
omy, astowell
as the international
in
wants
eventually
transitioncrisis
to green
Venezuela,
right
next
door.
energy, it may be happening too fast.
issues
homeenergy
are alsocan't
paraHe Security
said solar
andatwind
mount,
with crime
seeming to be
on reliaan
yet
replace
the convenience
and
ever-increasing
that includes
bility
of fossil trajectory
fuels, adding
Canadathe
shooting
last
week
of
one
of
Guyana’s
most
should scale back its goals of
celebrated expatriates,
Dr some
Brian O’Toole,
emissions
reduction as
other
and murders
that are happening almost
countries
have.
everyWhile
day. we’d like cheaper gas, we
AGthat
Williams
and President
Granger
think
his suggestion
is far
more exmight also be accused of trying to buy time
pensive.
to useAnyone
the offices
they
hold
to try tothe
dis-conwho
has
watched
credit any opposition
they Climate
may face Change
at the
tributions
at the Cop26
polls, including
using the state-controlled
conference
in Glasgow
knows we canmedia
as
well
as
law
enforcement
tactics
not afford to scale back emissions
re-to
ductions at this stage of the game.
As Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali
told the conference, the climate crisis
has issued world leaders with an ultiwhether to
here
or in
other
countries,and
are a
matum
either
take
immediate

bring them into disrepute.

drastic action or subject themselves to
may think these are strategic
an They
infernal
global disaster.
moves, but the drama is being seen by the
“Indifference and inaction will be
international community for what it is: a
costly. Already, we are far behind in
desperate attempt to hold onto power. The
limiting temperature rise to 1.5 degrees
global
community
has communicated
as
Celsius.
The coming
decade, therefore,
much
musttobethe
theGuyana
decadegovernment.
of decisive action.”
ToAli
addtold
to theworld
woes,leaders
the Guyana
that Electhe fate
tions
Commission,
headed
by
a
geriatric
of the planet -- literally -- is in their
chairman
who
in ill health,
is now
hands and
inhas
thebeen
decisions
they take
saying
today.that the agency will not be prepared
to holdConsumers
elections until
Julyalso
– four
must
be months
prepared
after
it
is
constitutionally
due.
for drastic action which translate into
Sinceprices,
the chairman
of the
agency
higher
as we’re
caught
upwas
in an
handpicked
the in
Granger
interestingby
time
worldadministration,
history, where
we
to openly
wonder whether
in have
the midst
of fighting
a globalthis,
pantoo,
is
another
delaying
tactic
by
the
govdemic and rising cost of living, we’re
ernment.
also in a battle to save our home for the
It’s time
to stop
the games
and call the
future
of our
children
and grandchilelections
dren. now.
Guyana’s
fought
for, is
In it all,democracy,
we must hard
weigh
the final
atcost.
stake.
From where we sit, we have no
choice but to pay the price now to protect the future.

Open Letter: Violent act won’t stop me

gramme. In addition, they use art, music,
My wife and I came to Guyana 41 years devoted to my own care in one of the very symptom of the breakdown in society and as sport, and drama to facilitate these discusago to try and be of service to the Bahá’í good hospitals in Georgetown. But, of such we need radical steps to address social sions.
Surely now part of our conversation has
community. As we have no clergy in the course, the other major priority has been the issues. Whilst we don’t pretend what we are
Bahá’í Faith we found employment in vari- safety of the school community. Our team at sharing now is the solution across George- got to be how do we address the social issues
est in
during
his recent
Dubai
is untract
payments
from to
developed
countries
forwethe
cli- to share
or Guyana
wanted
theGuyana
sup- and
definitely
at the visit
same to
time
take the
necous Dear
fieldsEditor,
of education. 21 years ago we Nations has been
working
tirelessly
ad- town
precedented.
With
this
in
mind,
I
can
only
imagine
mate
services
which
will
be
provided
through
the
said
TODAY
I
write
to
you
with
much
enthusiasm
restarted School of the Nations which began dress thatand regain the peace and compo- port and training we are giving to our essary steps to deal with threats and viothe prospects
that are
going
to meethave
our country
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forests.
garding
the recent
launch
the four-month
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proven really
we have had
at Nations for more than students in Nations. I recently took
a group lence.
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and has
now of
grown
to a com- sure
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near
future.
As
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Providing
that
Guyana
continues
down
this
path
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Guyana’s
new
Low
Carbon
Development
of sixteen of our 6th Formers to our sister stimulating and uplifting and are addressing
munity of more than 3,500. We have partner- two decades.
our country
termsofoftheinfrastructure,
is equally
regard
the LCDS
strategy,
it is guaranStrategy
by the
the Universities
PPP/C government.
Without a doubt,
school
in Canada,
Nancy Campbell
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challenges theityouth
face all
This violentwith
action
from atomember
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ships with
of Cambridge,
important
us tothis
focus
on theand
environment
as withthat
the country
will benefit
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in a for 8 days
itLondon,
is important
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the
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notWe
be have
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number
of different
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notbut more
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reducing
their
carbon
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world.
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aboutto
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power
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that allow
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offer internationally
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appear
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been I wish
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to low
learncarbon
about social
what
fuelled
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and that
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hard
work.process to have had youth from the UK,
only
willwhere
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able to
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from
emis-issues
bon
neutral.
Given the fact
we are
facing
climate
Canada
and other
countries the
to help
develop
in from
Guyana
has youthBuilding
can do to address
them. This has
been
grammes. The
School
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has been a Iments
On
this note,
I want
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PPP/C
sions,students
but also
investments.
on the latchallenges
which
threaten
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must by a handful
thisseeing
intervention.
Partly
the ideathis
of sharing
part of an
ongoing
training at for
source of great
joy to us
as we have seen
been transformed
comments
from
small
the need
to launch
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will
be aable
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fromprogramme ofGovernment
commend
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Government
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launching
this
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and
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at
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house
on
this
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to
explore
one
group
of
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in
North
American
and
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serve
in
important
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in
sultation for the LCDS 2030 initiative. It not only recountries that will in turn be used to build infrastrucnew LCDS initiative which will propel Guyana tosponse
to the growing
violencein
in the
our best
socigrew into aggressive
and dangerous
state- promote
flective process.
Guyana
and other
part of and
the world.
shows that they
are committed
to serving
ture, develop
communities,
businesses and
wards
carbon
neutrality
added prosperity.
months ago in
, we started
a weekly
But
then
a new chapter
last SunIt was a dramatic
example to this
us ofwill
the lead Several
interest
of theety.
people and achieving ‘one-Guyana’,
more. Ultimately,
to improvements
After
reading
throughopened
the LCDS
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plan that
programme
with
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Formers
helping
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analysisour
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can
very
real
dangers
of
social
media
which
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when
I
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shot
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my
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by
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andfinal
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country
the standard of living which will benefit every single
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together.
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on Sundents
from
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together
to only
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someoneis a matically
the benefit
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future generations.
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Guyanese.
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well
Heartfelt
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related
to the purpose
of lifeand Vice
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I was informed
day night.
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hand we
now Guyana
President
President
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andthegas
willare
propel
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thought
one. community.
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to So on
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only yesterday
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this news
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Daily
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school Irfaan
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as how
to deal
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char- Truly,Director, School of the Nations
President
Ali saidwell
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when
and
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effort
reduce to make our
acteristic
of
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today
whether
in
Guyana
safe
for
everyone.
But
the
other
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is
such
wanted
to
share
this
update.
Alvin Hamilton
launching the LCDS 2030 consultations that the interglobal carbon emissions while at the same time, atSince one of the bullets shattered my to try to reflect on the source of such actions. or any country in the world. There are now
In the final analysis these terrible actions, seventeen 6th Formers supporting this probone and damaged the artery in my arm a

Propelling Guyana towards carbon neutrality
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Ali to world leaders: fate of
civilization is in your hands
Guyana President Dr. Irfaan Ali
called on leaders of the world to ensure
that the coming decade will be a decade
of decisive actions that will tackle the
current climate crisis and change the
world’s present trajectory.
President Ali made his passionate
plea at the 26th United Nations Climate
Change Conference of the Parties
(COP26), where he emphasised that the
fate of civilisation resides in the decisions made in Glasgow, Scotland.
He said that the climate crisis has
issued world leaders with an ultimatum
to either take immediate and drastic action or subject themselves to an infernal
global disaster.
“Indifference and inaction will be
costly. Already, we are far behind in limiting temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius. The coming decade, therefore, must
be the decade of decisive action.”
Climate change, according to the
President, does not discriminate. Still, its
effects are more severe on the poorest
and most vulnerable nations – especially
Small Island Developing States (SIDS)
and the Low-lying Coastal States.
“For us, it is a question of survival.
We can use this Summit to change the
present trajectory.”

Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali addresses the world at the Cop26 conference in Glasgow, Scotland

President Ali said that immediate
actions are needed on three fronts.
“First, we must set more ambitious
goals to reduce emissions, and we must

Calling all Foodies!
Are you a FOODIE like me? Well then! Today is your lucky
day! Hi, I'm Mala and I've a cooking channel called “From
Mala’s Kitchen To
Yours...Ala Mala Style”
I've created many a tried
and tested recipe in my
repertoire. On my channel
I've an ever expanding collection of crowd pleasing
recipes. Some for entertaining, some for simple at
home dining and even a
recipe or two that just
might please even your
mother in law too! New
recipes are always being
added so be sure to check
me out on Facebook searching “ala mala style” on Instagram and Youtube via the links below.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AlaMalaStyle/
Instagram: @frommalaskitchentoyours
https://instagram.com/frommalaskitchentoyours?r=nametag
Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDe3bLz6kT8FoKvJfm2dOA

honour, to the letter, those ambitions. All
countries have an obligation to act, but
the world’s foremost polluters have a
greater duty to institute steeper emission
cuts.”
Secondly, President Ali said that the
pledge of US$100B per annum that was
made a decade ago to support climate action must be met.
Thirdly, the Head of State said, forest-rich countries such as Guyana must
be provided with the incentives necessary to keep its forests intact and to reduce
deforestation
and
forest
degradation.
“Mindful that deforestation contributes 16% to annual global emissions
and in recognition of the ecosystem and
climate services provided by forests, it is
imperative that we finalise the rules for
carbon markets and REDD+ so as to
properly value tropical forests and the
climate services which they provide.”
President Ali emphasised Guyana’s
commitment to fighting climate change
and highlighted the country’s desire to
intensify its efforts.
“We will maintain our forests – almost the size of England and Scotland
combined, storing 20 gigatons of carbon
– as a global asset. We will work with
local communities in conserving, protecting and sustainably managing our
forests, biodiversity and freshwater supplies.”

President Ali said that Guyana will
also decouple economic growth and
emissions through a progressively
cleaner energy mix, with the aim of reducing the country’s carbon emissions
by 70% in 2030.
He added that Guyana will also invest in low carbon opportunities for jobs,
ecosystem services and social inclusion
through an expanded Low Carbon Development Strategy.
“We are at a historic moment in our
civilisation. History must not judge us as
having only counted our losses. It must
instead herald our efforts to confront one
of our Planet’s greatest threats—climate
change.”
In this regard, President Ali posited
that Guyana is prepared to work with the
international community for collective
action. He said that Guyana fully supports the position of CARICOM and are
aligned with the Alliance for Small Island States (AOSIS), the Community of
Latin America and Caribbean States
(CELAC), the Leticia Pact, the
DHAKA-Glasgow Declaration and the
Glasgow Leaders’ Declaration on Forest
and Land Use, among others.
“Though we recently became an oil
producer, we support the removal of subsidies from fossil fuel production and advocate a strong global carbon price. Let
future generations say – when it mattered the most, we made a difference.”
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Toronto rapper Drake among those
sued after deadly Houston concert
Rapper Travis Scott is facing multiple lawsuits after eight people were
killed and hundreds were injured in a
crowd crush at Texas festival Astroworld.
Two separate injured attendees allege that Scott, along with surprise performer Drake, incited the crowd, and are
each seeking US$1 million in damages.
Two of the concert fatalities were
teenagers, aged 14 and 16, caught in the
crushing surge of the crowd as Scott
continued to perform, completing his set
even after noticing fans were receiving
medical treatment. Scott, the headline
act and a hometown star who founded
the Astroworld festival in 2018, later
said he was unaware of the severity of
the situation.
Houston city police chief Troy
Finner said his department had opened a
criminal investigation by homicide and
narcotics detectives, following reports
that somebody in the audience had been
injecting people with drugs.
One security guard felt a prick on
his neck, passed out, and was revived
after being injected with Narcan, a drug
used to treat opioid overdoses, Finner
said. Several others were treated with
Narcan, according to the city’s fire chief,
Samuel Pena.
Houston Mayor Sylvester Turner

also called for a briefing from all the parties including first responders, concert
promoter Live Nation, and officials of
the venue, NRG Park.
The first lawsuit, filed by Manuel
Souza — who suffered “serious bodily
injuries” at the show — is seeking at
least $1 million in damages from a host
of defendants including Scott and Live
Nation, according to a petition filed in
Harris County District Court.
Scott’s and Drake’s representatives
did not immediately respond to requests
for comment on Sunday night. Live Nation did not comment.
A second suit, also seeking $1 million, was filed by 23-year-old attendee
Kristian Paredes. He accuses Scott and
Drake of inciting “a riot and violence,”
and says the venue and Live Nation didn’t provide adequate security and medical services.
Paredes, who says the injuries he
sustained at the show are “severe,”
claims he “felt an immediate push” at the
front of the general admission section,
before “the crowd became chaotic and a
stampede began.”
“Many begged security guards
hired by Live Nation Entertainment for
help, but were ignored,” reads the lawsuit, according to the BBC.
Rapper Drake: was part of the Astroworld concert in Texas
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87 former sugar worker families
get new homes in Zeelugt
A team led by Attorney General and
Minister of Legal Affairs Mohabir Anil
Nandlall, SC, MP, Minister of Housing
and Water Collin Croal, MP, MBA, officials from their respective Ministries and
officers from the Sugar Welfare Fund
(SILWIF) met with residents of Zeelugt,
East Bank Essequibo, Region 3 on the
weekend.
The purpose of the meeting was to
commence a process that will eventually
result in the grant of Certificate of Titles
to approximately eighty-seven (87)
households in that community. These
persons were either employees of GuySuCo or their descendants who had been
allotted house lots as far back as 1997.
Unfortunately, titles for these lands were
never granted to the allottees, although

the block title was passed from GuySuCo to SILWIF. An occupational survey plan has already been completed and
the processing the titles to individual allottees will now begin.
The Attorney General promised
that the process will be completed within
three months. The Attorney General also
hailed the comprehensive nature of the
government’s housing programme and
described it as perhaps the best in the
Caribbean.
‘‘It embraces several components,
including allocation of house lots, allocation of houses, partnerships with the
private sector in the establishment of
housing schemes, regularization of
squatter settlements, as well as, addressing anomalous situations where for some

Mohabir Anil Nandlall
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technical reason persons have not received Titles for lands they have been
occupying for protracted periods. The
current exercise falls into the latter category.’’
Minister Nandlall also stated that
His Excellency, President Dr. Mohamed
Irfaan Ali has given him a special mandate to work in collaboration with other
government agencies to address these
technical legal deficiencies, which frustrate the process of persons receiving Titles to land to which they are entitled.
The Minister reminded that a similar
process was recently concluded which
saw Certificates of Title being granted to
over fifty (50) families at Non Pariel,
East Coast Demerara. Similar processes
are currently ongoing at Number. 46 village Corentyne, Cotton Tree and Number. 3 village, West Coast Berbice.
Minister Croal used the occasion to
update the residents on the activities of
his Ministry in Region 3, specifically in
the drilling of a new well at Parika which
will improve water supply on the East
Bank of Essequibo, including Zeelugt.
The Minister also addressed a number of
other issues raised by the residents.

PUBLIC NOTICE
It has come to the attention of the
publishers of Equality News that certain persons are removing bulk copies
of this newspaper from stores where
they are being distributed for your
convenience, and then destroying
them.
This illegal practice seems to be designed to stop Equality News from
reaching readers and advertisers, and
is being carried out with the clear intent to discredit our efforts to prove to
our clients that our paper is being
properly circulated weekly.
We are seeking the cooperation of
the public at large and store owners
and their staff to alert us if they see
our paper being removed in bulk from
places of distribution, and if possible,
to provide photographic evidence of
such a crime to us as we fully intend
to pursue such illicit activity to the
fullest extent of the law.
Readers and clients will understand
that we print and distribute Equality
News at significant cost each week in
order to meet our mandate of keeping
people of Caribbean descent informed
of events and happenings in their former homelands.
As well, we provide a weekly opportunity for readers to support community-owned businesses by shopping
locally.
Illegal activities such as the bulk removal of our paper from places of distribution hurt not just us, but our
readers and our clients who depend
on our readership for business, especially in these difficult times.
Please report any such illegal acitivity to us by calling 647-216-2359.
We appreciate your cooperation in
this very serious matter.
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Guyana partners with Canadian
schools to rebuild health sector
The Government of Guyana will
be making historical investments in the
health sector to ensure that Guyanese
have access to the highest level of
health care irrespective of where they
reside. A number of hospitals will be
built in critical areas in Guyana along
with a Maternal Pediatric Subspecialty
Hospital. These institutions will provide comprehensive services to ensure
that the government address the high
neonatal and maternal mortality, the
high incidence of diabetes, hypertension, infectious diseases, mental illnesses and their complications.
Given the challenges experienced
with accessibility, hospitals will be
built in very strategic locations to off
load the burden at Georgetown Hospital while ensuring excellent patient
care closer to home. The first four hospitals will be the Maternal Pediatric
Specialty Hospital with other hospitals
at West Demerara, Suddie and Bartica.
Plans are already in advance stages for
construction of these facilities.
With the construction of these
new health care facilities there will be
a critical need for essential health care
workers including nurses, doctors and
allied health care providers. Currently,
Guyana is facing an acute shortage of
nurses in most. In addition, there is a
need for subspecialty nurses such as
neonatal intensive care, critical care,
emergency medicine and others. Because of the excellent school of Medi-

Sitting with Dr Anthony is Dr Paul O'Byrne Dean and VP, Faculty of Health Sciences McMaster University and
Karen Bilaire Chair, Board of the International Outreach Program. Standing at the back is: Dr Angelo Mikrogianakis, and Dr Narendra Singh
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Agreement signed to train workers
in energy, oil and gas sector
THE University of Guyana has
signed a tripartite agreement with the
Guyana Oil and Gas Energy Chamber
(GOGEC) and CBMEX Energy
Guyana, which would pave the way for
more persons to be trained in the oil and
gas sector.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) will place Guyana in a better
position to take advantage of opportunities in the budding sector, a release said.
It was signed during a simple ceremony at the GOGEC Head Office on
Middle Street, North Cummingsburg,
Georgetown and signing for the University of Guyana was Vice-Chancellor, XI,
Professor Paloma Mohamed-Martin.
Manniram Prashad signed for the
Guyana Oil and Gas Energy Chamber
and Milton E. Chaves for CBMEX. The
signing was also witnessed by Antonio
Cruz-Diaz, Charge’d Affairs, Embassy
of Mexico and Alex Armogan, founding
Director of UG’s Institute for Energy
Diplomacy (UGIED).
Vice-Chancellor Mohamed-Martin
acknowledged that the university has
recognised that the question of training
in oil and gas is critical to the country.
“We have local-content targets that
have to be met… we are behind the
training curve because of how fast these
oil and gas projects were developed.
There is a huge amount of training to be
done, not only in oil and gas, but also in
human resources, occupational health
and safety, computing and data analytics, financing and accounting, and legal
areas,” the Vice-Chancellor explained.
Guyana Oil and Gas Energy Chamber President, Manniram Prashad, noted
that GOGEC is happy to collaborate
with the University of Guyana and
CBMEX to foster closer relations and
cooperation in the training initiative.
According to Prashad, GOGEC
aims to train over 1,000 students

From left to right: Charge D'affaires at the Embassy of Mexico, Antonio Cruz; President of GOGEC, Manniram
Prashad; UG Vice-Chancellor, XI, Professor, Paloma Mohamed-Martin; CBMEX Milton board member, E. Chaves

throughout the country from next year.
“We will be working closely with the
university and CBMEX to have this programme on track, which has proven to
be very successful,” Prashad said.
Chaves, a CBMEX board member,
noted that this is a milestone for his organisation to partner with the University
of Guyana and GOGEC in this initiative.
“We bring the best training in international oil and gas training into countries that are entering into the energy

field… our utmost goal is to enrich the
lives of the Guyanese people through
training in the oil and gas sector,” he
said.
UG’s Institute for Energy Diplomacy, Director, Alex Armogan, who
played a pivotal role in formulation of
the MoU, posited that “UG’s IED is focused on capacity building geared towards
meeting
local-content
requirements. We must optimise the
local-content framework based on what
is realistically achievable; capacity

building is essential to developing our
local capabilities. We welcome all public and private strategic partnerships to
forward this initiative.”
Armogan detailed that UG’s IED is
offering courses in crude-oil trading, energy markets, energy transportation and
shipping, and oil and gas value chain.
Also, soon to come on stream are energy
project investment and finance, oil and
gas negotiations, oil and gas law, and oil
and gas project planning and management.

Call 647-216-2359 for rates
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Thousands of jobs to
be created in Region
Six: Ashni Singh
gion Six, in particular, and some I’ve
mentioned already — the Corentyne
River Bridge — and you can imagine
what that will mean to business in Corriverton. The fact that you will have
thousands of people travelling back and
forth, that in itself creates and stimulates
tremendous business activity,” he said.
As part of the expected increase in
traffic from the Corentyne River Bridge,
Dr. Singh stated that options are being
explored to upgrade, and, where possible, widen the main thoroughfare from
New Amsterdam to Corriverton. He
however cautioned that this would not
happen overnight but did promise to fix
the several existing potholes that commuters have to dodge as they drive along
the roadways. In fact, the minister assured that his staff had already sent the
list of areas to be fixed to the Ministry of
Public Works and action will be taken
soon to have them fixed.
Another major project identified by
the senior minister is a deep water harbour at the mouth of the Berbice River
that will see thousands of jobs being created.
“We are already actively working
on the development of port Berbice at
the mouth of the Berbice River. That is
indeed a major development, because
when you have a major port constructed
there, that will immediately lift and directly create probably 1,000 jobs...”
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SENIOR MINISTER in Guyana’s
Office of the President with Responsibility for Finance, Dr. Ashni Singh, said
government will invest in several longterm projects that will significantly
transform Region Six.
He was at the time addressing
members of the Upper Corentyne Chamber of Commerce at the City Inn Hotel
in Line Path, Corriverton, on Sunday.
Dr. Singh, while fielding questions,
noted that there are several short-term
solutions that will be implemented that
will see relief to the residents, such as
the fixing/patching of the potholes on the
Corentyne Highway as well as construction of new housing schemes.
He, however, stated that there are
other projects that are being looked at
such as the Corentyne River Bridge, the
upgrading of the Corentyne Highway,
building of Port Berbice, and the upgrading of the health facilities that will have
a massive impact on the local economy
and ultimately the lives of the Region
Six residents.
“In addition to the very short-term
intervention we are dealing with to address issues that require immediate attention, like fixing the highway or fixing
the hydrant or developing new housing
schemes etc., we are also looking down
the road and are taking steps already to
invest in a number of initiatives that will
see a significant transformation in Re-
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WLQXHWRGRVR
R
:H¶OOPDLLQWDLQRXUIR
:H
IRUHVWV
WV
KHVL]HRI
RI(QJODQG
DOPRVWWK
G
G
DQG6FRWODQGFRPELQHG
JLJDWRQVRI
RIFDUE
VWRULQJ
ERQ
DODVVHW:H
:H¶OOZRUN
DVDJ
JORED
WLHVLQ
ZLWKORFDOFRPPXQLWL
FRQVHUYLQ
QJSURWHFWL
WLQJDQG
G
VXVWDLQDE
EO\PDQDJLQJRXUU
RGL
IRUHVW
IR
WELR
GLYHUVLW\
W\DQG
IUHVKZDWH
IU
HUVXS
XSSOLHV´
SUSTAINBALE LAND USE
PACT

H.E. Dr Irfaan Ali sharing a light momentt with the President of the
United States of
o America Joseph Biden along with several regional
heads

While at th
he summit, Dr Ali joineed the
over 100 woorld leaders in a sustainable
ODQGXVHSDFWW
 :RUOG /HDGHUV 6XPPLW
7KH &23
Forests and Land Use’ event
‘Action on F
brought toggether an unprecedeented
alliance of governments, compaanies,
¿QDQFLDO DFWRRUV DQG QRQVWDWH OHDGHHUV WR
UDLVHDPELWLRRQRQIR
IRUHVWVDQGODQGX
XVH
7KH ZRUOG OHDGHUV FRPPLWWHG WR
working toggether to halt and reeverse
QGODQGGHJUDGDWLRQE\
IRUHVWORVVDQ
IR


GUYANA’’S PARTNERS

H.E. Dr Irfaan Ali meeting with the
Prince of Wale
es, His Royal Highness
Prince Charless

H.E. Dr Irfaan Ali meeting with UK’s Prime
Minister Boris John
nson

Meanwhiile, Dr Ali also had seeveral
with
regional
engagementss
and
ne of
internationall leaders on the sidelin
WKHVXPPLW
7KH *X\DQHVH KHDG RI VWDWH PHWW ZLWK
Barbados Prrime Minister Mia Moottley;
G7REDJR¶V3ULPH0LQLVWHHU'U
7ULQLGDGDQG
Jamaica s Prime Min
nister
nister,
Keith Rowleyy; Jamaica’s
buda’s
Andrew Holn
ness; Antigua and Barb
ucia’s
Prime Ministter, Gaston Browne; St Lu
Prime Minisster, Phillip J Pierre and
President, Chandrikapersad
Suriname’s P
6DQWRNLH
In additioon, the president met with
3ULPH0LQLVWHURI&DQDGD-XVWLQ7UXGHDX
Prime Ministter of India
India, Narendra M
Modi;
President of South Korea, Moon Jaae-in;
Prime Minister of Kuwait, Sabah Al-K
Khalid
Al-Sabah; Prresident of Colombia, Iván
Duque Márqu
uez; President of Costa Rica,
nister
Carlos Alvaraado Quesada; Prime Min
of Palestine, Mohammad Shtayyeh
h and
China’s chieef climate negotiator,, Xie
=KHQKXD
7KH KHDG RI VWDWH DOVR PHW QXPHURXV
other leaderss including the UK’s Prime
P
Minister Boris Johnson, Prince of Wales,
W
harles,
His Royal Highness Prince Ch
Secretary-Geeneral of the Commonweealth,
Patricia Scootland and US Pressident
Q
-RVHSK%LGHQ

H.E. Dr Irfaan Ali
A with Prime Minister of
India Narendra
a Modi

H.E. Dr Irfaan Ali with Prime Minister of
Canada Justin Tru
udeau

H.E. Dr Irfaan Alii was given a private viewing off
the world’s most expensive
e
stamp - the British
Guiana 1c magentta in London, England

H.E. Dr Irfaan Ali be
eing interviewed by the
United Kingdom’s Channel
C
4 News
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www.
w.danfo
forth
hfo
foodmarket.c
com
We’re
e’ simply
i
l th
h best
he
b tW
Westt Indian store in town.

Eastern Star
Coconut Milk
398 ml

Boom
Energy Drink
600 ml

Grace
Coconut Milk
Powder 50 g

Titus Sardines
In Soya Oil
125 g

Fleecy
Fabric Softener
3.5 lt

1

$
2//

$

Exc
celsior
Watter Crackers
300 g

3

Tropical Sun
Coc
conut Water

99
3/

Pick
kapeppa
Orig
ginal Sauce

2/

1

$

3

2/

5

9
99
each
a

330 ml

Mr. Goudas
All Purpose
P
Flour

Purrest
Petrroleum Jelly

1

Tru-Juice
Mango-Orange
ePineapple
pp 500 ml
m

2

Grace
Va
V
anilla

99
3/

148 ml

8 kg

2

Cedar
Green Pigeon Peas
P

5
50
0
2//

99
9

7

each
each

99
9

1

each

3
39
each
each

425 ml

999

¢

each
e

$

3

2/

480 ml

Governor’s Cho
oice
Bammy
397 g

Pine-Sol
Multi Surface Cleaner
C

1

9
99

3

each
each

69

3

each
a

99
each
each

6

49
4
9

Ch
hoice
Ja
amaican Ackee
54
40 ml

$

B Foot
Big
C
Cheese
snacks

2

3/

A
Assorted
25 g

99

Lo
ou & Nicky’s
Ap
pple Cider Vinegar
50
00 ml

Grrace
W
White
Rice
8 kg
k

each
each

eac
e
ac

10
10

99
99

each

99

Frresh “O” Bowl
To
T
o
oilet
Bowl Cleaner

Assorted 1.41 L

Asssorted 85 g

¢

eac
e
ac

Five Location To
170 g

¢
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Delicious Jamaican Dish
Frroz
Frozen
Fro
oze
zeen
Mutttoon Meat
Mutton
Mut
Meat
Me

DON’T
DON’T
N T PA
PA
AY
Y FOR
FOR FA
FA
FAT
ATT!!
!!

Beeest
B
st Qua
st
Quality
Quaalitty
Eas
Ea
asy
syy Coook Oxxtaail

Burned
B
urrneed
Cow
Co
ow Face
Fac
Fa
ace
ce (Ma
(Maas
(M
ask)
sk))

SSalt
alt
lte
teed
Beeef Oxxttaail

Jamaica's
Ja
amaaicica
ca'ss Choice
Choice
hoic
ho
oicice
ce
Doub
Do
ouble Smooke
ked
ed Ham
Haam

9 $ 49
99 $ 99
99
99
$
$
$ 99
lb
lb
lb
lb
b
lb

7

Froze
Fro
Fr
roz
oze
zeen
en Grey
Gre
rey
ey
Snaappper
Snapp
er Steak
Ste
St
teeak

4

Frroze
ozen or
Prev
revious
ously
Frroz
ozen

Froz
Fro
Fr
Frozen
oze
zeen LLobster
Loobstteer TTail
Taai
aiill
8 to 10 Size

6

Frozen
Fro
Fr
roz
oze
zeen
Chicckeen Drums
Chicken
Dru
rum
mssticks
ticcks

Frozen
Fro
Fr
roz
oze
zeen
Cooncch Meat
Conch
Meeat

Equa
Equal
ual

3

8

6

Fresh
Fre
Fr
reesh CChhicken
hicckeen
Leeg Qu
Leg
Quuarters
uaarteers

99
99

34
3
4
1
13
3
19
9
24
24
95
5
lb

$ 99
$
lb as is

9lb 9
99

9
99

10 kg box
ox

69.95/
69.95/5
5/5 lb Box
ox

18 kg box
ox

with purchase
with
purc
rchasse oof 2 cases
casses or more
re
Thurs
Thursday
rssdaay
ay to Sunday
ay Only
ly

Fre
Fr
resh
sh Sea
eaf
affo
afo
ood
od Ca
Cat
atche
hes
Frreesh
Fre
Laane Snaappers
Siz
ize
zee 1//2--1 lb

6

Frreesh
Fre
Dooctoor Fissh

Frreesh
Fre
Baaby Kiin
ing
ng Fissh

Frreesh
Fre
Reed Gro
roouper

Frreesh Atlaantic
Fre
Whoole Salm
lmo
moon

9
99
99
9
99
99
$ 99
$
$
$
$
lb as is
lb a
as is
lb as is
lb as is
lb as is

6

5

3

6

Fresh
Fre
Fr
reesh Ja
Jamaican
amaaica
iccaan
Swe
Sw
Sweet
weeet YYaaam
m
mss

Fresh
Fre
Fr
reesh 22lb
lb Ba
Bag
ag
Onioons
Onions

Sweet
Swe
Sw
weeet Ca
Carib
aribbean
bbean
Suga
Sugar
ugga
gar Ca
Cane
anee

3
.99
9
9
4
Fivve Locations To
Five
To Serv
Serr ve YYoou Better

49
49

Fresh
Fre
Fr
reesh Jamaican
amaaica
iccaan
YYeeellllow
low
loow YYaaam
m
mss

29
2
9

99
99

lb

1

lb

lb

l
lb

Store Hours

Monday-F
y riday 9 am to 9 pm
Saturday 8 am to 9 pm
Sunday 9 am to 7 pm

Store Hours

Monday-F
y Friday 9 am to 9 pm
Saturday 9 am to 9 pm
Sunday 9 am to 8 pm

Store Hours

Monday-F
y riday 9 am to 9 pm
Saturday 9 am to 9 pm
Su
unday 9 am to 7 pm

Dixie Rd.

Cawtra Rd.

Danforth Food Market
1225 Dundas St.
Dixie & Dundas
Mi i
Missisauga
905-949-9990

Kennedy
K
y Rd
d. Soith

Lawrence A
Av
ve. E .

S fffford
Staf
f dD
Dr.

Bloor St. E.

Danforth Food Market
651 Markam Rd.
416-439-6397

Markam Rd.

F
Finch
Av
A
ve. W .

M arr t i n G r o v e R d .

Shep
p
ppard
pp
Av
A
ve. W .

Danforth Food Markett
301 Silverstone Drr..

A l b 416-740-98700
i
R

D r.

Daanforth
Fo
ood Market
3701 Keele St.
416
416-398-812
398 8123

Sheppard Av
ve. E .

Steeles A
Av
ve. W.

Silverstone

Keele St.

Finch A
F
Av
ve. W.

Dundas St. E.

Store Hours

Mond-Thurs 9:30 am to 9 pm
Fri.-Sat. 9 am to 9 pm
Sunday 9 am to 6 pm

Danforth Food Market
y Road
144 Kennedy
South
289-298-0399

Glidden Rd.
R

Store Hours

Mondayy Friday 9 am to 9 pm
Saturday 8 am to 9 pm
Sunday 9 am to 7 pm

Serve You Better

R u t h e r f o r d R d . S o. u t h

Specials
p
in Efffeect Thu. Noovv.. 11th
til Whileddd.,
until
, No
N
vember
17thhhtt,tot 2021.
Although we strivve for accuracy in both copy & illustration, unintentional error may occurr, we reserve the right to correct any errorr.. Specials Available While
Q
Quantities
titi L
Last. W
We
e reserve the righ
limit
li it quantities.
t
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“willChbeeapsupereppleleiectric
ity
d, and
“
We are going
o to go
that supplly can increase back to hyd
ydro and an
five fold w
five-fold
with emissionss
stayying ess
s entially flat.
t
- H.E. Dr Irf
I aan Ali
A major PPP/C go
overnment transformation
project, years in
n the making, is finallly
set to become a reality.
r
Guyana is know
wn as ‘the land of man
ny
waters’. The PPP/C government’’s
Amaila Falls Hydro-power Projecct
(AFHP) aims to
t capture the energy of
o
some of this flo
owing water to generatte
electricity. A 16
65mw hydropower plan
nt
will be construccted where the Amaila
and
d Kuriibrong
g Riivers meet in Regiion
n
Eight. The eleectricity generated from
m
this plant will then be delivered by
b
transmission linees to the national grid.

Years in the
e making
Since 1976 vario
ous studies have justified
and
d strongly
l sup
pported
d the
h constructio
i n
of the AFHP tow
wards addressing Guyana’’s
longstanding en
nergy deficit and chroniic
problems of reliability
r
of electricityy.
However, serio
ous efforts to advancce
the project onlyy commenced in 2009
9.
Then the projecct became the flagship of
o
former presiden
nt Dr Bharrat Jagdeo’’s

energy mix – hydr
y o,
wind, solar; all of them.
Amaila wou
uld be part of
that too.
- Vic
i e-Presiident
Dr Bharrat Jagdeo

”

Low Carbon Dev
velopment Strategy
(LCDS). $US80 million of the LCDS
funds was earmark
ked for financing and
international suppo
orters and investors –
including the Blacckstone Group – were
mobilised.

Blocked and Derai
D
led
The AFHP was alm
most on the verge of
realisation, when the then APNU/AFC
Opposition, voted against the project
in the National Asssembly. This effectively
prevented the project from moving
forward. Then laterr, they scrapped the
AFHP once they won
w
the 2015 election,
despite hiring an independent
consultant - Norcconsult - that reviewed
and endorsed the project.

AFHP Revived
With the return of th
he PPP/C to government

“prThojeectmherits
of this
ave
v long
been establisshed and
havve been am
mply
demonstrated over and
over again.
- Finance Min
nister
Ashni Singh

”

in 2020, the AFH
HP was revived consistent with the party’s manifesto
commitment. Request for proposal for
the construction of tthe AFHP followed
during the period July 25 to August 15,
2021. Four companiees responded. China
Railway Group Limited was selected as the
most ‘capable partn
ner’ after a rigorous
evaluation process. The
T company is one
of the world’s largesst construction and
engineering contracto
ors with a history
of more than 100 ye
ears.

Build-Own-Ope
erate-Transfer
China Railway Group Limited
L
will build the
AFHP based on a Bu
uild-Own-OperateTransfer (BOOT) model. All costs of the
project up to the comm
missioning date would
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“Guyan
The only realisstic path for
u
a towards an emission
free electricity sector is by
deeveloping its hydr
y opower
pot
o ential. The fas
astest way
forrward is to maiintain AFHP
[Am
maila Falls Hydr
y opower
Project] as the firrst major
step
e for substitutting its
current oil-fired generation.
- Nor
o wegian com
mpany,
Nor
o consult 2016 report on the
AF
FHP
H

”

be borne by the
t company, following which
w
the companyy will supply electricity to
o the
G
Guyana
Powe
P er and
d Light
Li ht (GPL) Inc.
I att a costt
not exceedingg US$0.07737 per KWH. At
A the
end of the BO
OOT period (20 years,) AFHP
A
would revert tto the government at no cost.
c

High elecctricity cost
hamperin
ng Guyana’s
developm
ment
Guyana has some
s
of the highest electricity
rates in the Americas, but power outages
are frequentt. Currently Guyana’s power
p
is generated mostly from old diesel plants
p
that are mo
ostly in need of upgrad
de or
replacement. Further these plants are highly
h
dependent on
n imported heavy and light fossil
f
fuels. GPL sspends an estimated US$100
million
illi
per annum
a
on imported
i
d fuel
f ls
l for
f
these plants. The high reliance on impo
orted
fossil fuels has contributed to volatiliity of
GPL, dampen
ned private sector growth
h and
competitiveneess, and has constrained
d the
development of high value-added seectors
such as tourism and manufacturing du
ue to
the high pricees of electricity.

A New Enerrgy Mix
Guyana s powerr demand is predicted to
Guyana’s
WULSOH LQ WKH QH[W ¿YH \HDUV, alon
ng
with a boomingg economy. The AFHP is
part of the PP
PP/C government’s answ
wer
toward meeting this unprecedented grow
wth
expected in thee country’s power deman
nd.
This proposed energy mix will utiliise
QDWXUDO JDV IIUURP WKH Rɣ
ɣVVKRUH /L]D ¿HOG XS
to 300 MW), sollar energy in regions acro
oss
the country,
country and
d hydropower,
hydropower the largest of
which will be AF
FHP (165 MW). The projeccts
form part of thee expanded LCDS 2030 th
hat
was recently launched by President Ali. Th
he
LCDS initiative The LCDS is intended to
help Guyana reeduce its carbon footpriint
initiative is intended to help propel th
he
country’s devellopment through carbo
on
neutrality.

AFHP has more
m
advantages
than disadv
vantages
The replacementt of diesel and high fossil fu
uel
generation plantts, with the use of domesttic
natural gas creatted by projects such as gaas-

to-shore, and hydrropower from the AFHP,
aims to trigger a new
n path of development
f Guyana.
for
G

These projeccts are expected
to:
ł Keep the co
ountry’s greenhouse
emission low
w
ł Reduce the hiigh price of electricity
in the countrry for businesses and
households
ł Lower electriicity cost is expected
to positively
y impact consumer
welfare and help spur private
sector develo
opment and
ł Savings willl be passed on to
consumers

The PPP/C gove
ernment intends for
construction wo
ork on AFHP to begin
in the second half of 2022.
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Guyana’s Kingston Seawall to
become tourism hub
AS Guyana observes Tourism
Awareness Month, works are currently
ongoing at the Kingston Seawall to develop that area into one of the city’s
major tourist hubs. The redevelopment
of this once thriving commercial and
cultural centre forms part of the First
Lady’s National Beautification Project.
It is being executed in partnership
with the Ministry of Public Works and
corporate sponsors. What was intended
to be a moderate facelift of the bandstand area has now become an elaborate
plan to boost tourism in the capital city,
a release said.
“As we continue to welcome investors and tourists to our beautiful
Guyana, it is very important for the
physical appearance of the country to
complement the investment climate,”
First Lady Arya Ali has said.
Mrs. Ali shared that it is critical for
Guyana to capitalise on the social and
economic opportunities which come
from having an influx of foreigners.
Equally important, she said, was ensuring that Guyana protects its environmental credentials.
“This is why I pursued this project
and made it part of my National Beautification Project; because these kinds of
initiatives must have environmental considerations, and must fall within the sustainable development framework,” the

An artist’s impression of what the tarmac will look like when completed

First Lady noted.
The National Beautification Project
aims to safeguard and enhance the scenic
qualities of Guyana’s roadways, and
urban and rural spaces, while simultaneously creating a more environmentallyfriendly society.
Presently, reinforced concrete
drains are being built opposite the bandstand to expand the landspace for the
construction of food kiosks. Twenty-five
units are expected to be erected in the
coming months; 13 of them by a corporate sponsor, and the remaining 12 by the
Ministry of Public Works.
Not only would this help to create

employment, but it would also assist in
the regulation and monitoring of vending
in and around the area, the release said.
To eliminate the existing issue of flooding, slipper and sub-surface drains are

under construction on the periphery of
the bandstand to improve drainage,
while rehabilitative works will be done
to restore the bandstand to its pristine
state.
The recently-included boardwalk
north of the bandstand will be extended
to the ‘roundhouse’ behind the Pegasus
Hotel, while the tarmac area will be fully
resurfaced with asphalt. Accessing the
tarmac area will no longer be a worry for
persons in wheelchairs, since a ramp is
currently under construction.
Both design and funding for a sanitary block have been approved by a corporate sponsor. The facility will be built
adjacent to the food kiosks, and a promenade will extend to the ‘I Love Guyana’
sign.
The entire area, the release said,
will also benefit from improved security,
with the inclusion of a police outpost,
patrol officers, and increased lighting.

DONTEE CONSTRUCTION
Outside Projects

Inside Projects

* Foundation
* Frame
*Weeping Tile / Excavation
*Extension
* Demolition
* Painting

* Plumbing
*Electrical
*Kitchen
*Bathroom
* Tiles and Floors
* Complete Basements

CALL DAN 416-707-9223
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Taapsee Pannu — one of the most successful actors in Bollywood

Pannu on why male actors don’t
Shah Rukh Khan’s new hit celebrates cricket and his KKR team

like
to
share
screen
with
her
Shah Rukh Khan releases
Actor Taapsee Pannu is one of the most suc- tually, the sympathy goes more to the girl in the
cessful actors in the Indian film industry. She has end.’ It was a love story! I told him I expected a litsome of the most interesting projects in the pipeline tle more confidence and a sense of security in an
and played quite powerful characters in her career actor like him. He has done way more films and is
so far. Recently, Taapsee opened up on how male a bigger star. But that’s the sad truth we are dealing
After the famous “Korbo Lorbo Jeetbo
Due to the ongoing coronavirus panwith every day," she said.
actors refrain from sharing frame with her.
demic, IPL 2020 is being conducted in UAE
Re,” Shah Rukh Khan’s IPL team Kolkata
“Every time I sit down with my producers
In an interview at the FICCI Global Young
Knight Riders (KKR) has a new fan anthem
without any audience in the stadium. Shah
a listKhan,
of thehowever,
top five is
actors
shortlisted
for my
Leaderstitled
Summit
2021,This
Taapsee
in detail
Rukh
in UAE
supporting
“Laphao.”
is the spoke
first time
that fansover
films,
those
top
five
actors
are
the
ones
who
have
about male
actors
hesitating
to
be
a
part
of
womenare getting to see SRK appear on-screen after his team Kolkata Knight Riders.
oneRukh
or two
films.
they don’t
led films,
trend is carried on by new done just
his and
2018how
filmthe
Zero.
Shah
Khan
saidAnd
in aeven
statement,
“I
want
the
role,
because
the
system
around
them
actors as well.
have been attending the matches, and I truly
Composed and written by Badshah, the
them
to not do
film
in which
Taapsee
also listed
outsome
the excuses
she has trains
music video
features
great moments
miss
the energy
of aour
toofani
fans.their
Sincerole
we is
just
10%,"
Taapsee
added.
heard from
male
actors
while
refusing
roles
in
films
have to show our love to each other thoda
from the IPL tournament, the fan reactions
Taapsee
was
last aseen
in the that
film
featuring
"One actor
andher.
of course,
Shahrefused
Rukh. to do a film (in
door
se thisPannu
year, we
created
fan anthem
Thea music
the‘ek
message
that Rashmi
captures
the emotions
ofplayed
all our an
fansathlete
aptly and
Rocket
where she
who
which she had
doublevideo
role),sends
saying
Taapsee
this year,
KKR hota
requests
all their
to show fights
wasgender
even launched
today.
wasLooop
testing by
in them
sports.
She Ithas
ko sambhalna
mushkil
hai, yahan
tohfans
do hain’.
greatShabaash
fun to interact
the team
the love
for their
distancing
Mithu,with
Dobaaraa,
andtoday,
Woh and
Ladki
There was
another
actorteam
whowith
wassocial
offered
a film Lapeta,
in
mind.
we
hope
to
keep
making
our
fans
proud.”
with me and we had worked together before. He Kahaan Hai in the pipeline.
just said, ‘I don’t want to do this film because, ac-

‘Laphao’ anthem for KKR

World Famous Lady M
A superior PSYCHIC
in the MERCHANT FLEA MARKET
(Aisle 7)
• Card and Palm Reading
• Crystal ball READING
• 100% accurate
solves all problems of life
• JUST ONE VISIT & you'll be glad
you did
Come to LADY M
open from 9 am to 9 pm
176 Eglinton Ave, Toronto On. M4P -1A 2

416 480 1482

3160 Eglinton Avenue East (w of Markham Rd)
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Aries (March
(March 21-April
21-April19)
19)The
It’splacement
a tricky day
of thebecause
Moon
you’re
high
viz.
with
bosses,
parents,
teachers
and
theroutine.
police.
today creates an urge in you to break free from your
Nevertheless,
there’s
a Moon
Alert for
most ofyou
thiswant
day.life
Don’t
You want to do
something
different
because
to
volunteer
for
anything.
Don’t
agree
to
anything
important
until
be more interesting and stimulating.Meanwhile, relations with
after
it isand
over.
partners
close friends are solid.
Taurus
(April 20-May
20-May 20)
20) This
You iswant
to travel
do
Taurus (April
a good
day toordeal
something
different!
However,
most
of
this
day
is
a
Moon
with financial issues related to the wealth of others – shared
Alert.
Therefore,
enjoy your
adventure
but postpone
property,
inheritances,
taxes,
debt and
insuranceimportant
issues.
decisions,
and
shop
only
for
gas
and
food
until
alert is with
over.
Things will flow smoothly. You might also bethe
involved
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Heads up! Today you might
an ex-partner or an old friend from your past.
focus on inheritances, shared property, taxes, debt and bankGemini (May
Because
the Moon
is oppoing. However,
check21-June
the Moon20)
Alert!
(See above.)
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Popular doctor killed during
robbery gone wrong: report
The desire to purchase his own car
might have been what drove Dr. Colin
Roach’s ‘friend’ to rob and kill him in his
Duke Street Kingston, Georgetown office last week Tuesday night.
Reliable sources said that although
the prime suspect, identified as Hilton
Oliver Junior Franklin, has insisted that
robbing the doctor was never his plan
and that he had only killed him in self
defence, his accomplice, Lenrick Mosai
Byass, has said that this is not the case.
It was reported on Saturday that
Byass related to investigators that the
visit to Roach’s office that evening was
a planned robbery.
He said that he was not present
when the doctor was killed but that he
and Franklin had taken off two gold
rings from the dead man’s fingers and
stole US$600 in cash. They reportedly
divided the stolen items equally.
Detectives found the stolen rings
concealed in Franklin’s crotch during his
arrest at Corentyne, Berbice on Friday.
Additionally, US$200 was found in his
possession. Byass said that he had
changed his cut of the US currency into
Guyana dollars. When he was arrested
police found $42,000 in cash in his possession.
Detectives were also able to corroborate part of the accomplice’s story and
it has led them to believe that he might
be telling the truth — that it was indeed

Murdered: Dr Colin Roach

a planned robbery.
Crime Chief, Wendell Blanhum
said that his detectives were able to obtain CCTV footage of the slain doctor
and the prime suspect buying liquor at a
location on Regent Street, a few hours
before the doctor’s body was found.
Sources told this newspaper that
Byass had confessed to detectives that
when they arrived at Roach’s office on
Tuesday, he greeted them at the entrance
and they left together in his SUV to purchase alcoholic beverages at a location
on Regent Street.
Detectives reportedly continued to
grill him and he revealed more details
about the plan to rob the doctor. Byass
told cops that one of the reasons behind
robbing Roach was to ‘raise’ money for

Franklin to buy a car. Franklin, he said,
had intended to raise the cash by devising a plan to rob Roach. A black fielder
wagon that Franklin had used to pick-up
Byass on Tuesday to carry out the robbery was rented. Police had reportedly
found the rented car at Franklin’s home
when they had gone there to look for
him. That car was impounded by police.
Meanwhile, as the investigation
into Roach’s murder continues, police
have reportedly gotten an extension to
keep his two employees in custody for a
little while longer. The two employees
reside in the upper flat of the three-storey
building where Roach’s office is located.
They were detained on the night his remains were found lying in a pool of
blood.

One of them told detectives that he
had found his boss’ body after entering
his office to turn off the lights. He said
that he had seen someone leaving and reentering the building earlier that
evening. Sometime around 22:18hrs, the
doctor’s SUV drove off but he noticed
that the light was left on.
The employee reportedly called
Roach on his cellphone to notify him of
the lights but he did not answer. He then
informed the other employee who was
reportedly out at the time that he was
going to use their keys to enter and turn
off the lights but when he got there, he
found Roach’s lifeless body.
Franklin, the prime suspect, while
admitting that he indeed killed Roach,
also implicated that employee in the
crime. He said that the employee had assisted him and Byass in cleaning up the
crime scene in order to remove all the
evidence.
However, in Byass’ confession, he
said that the employee was not there and
it was only he and Franklin who had
sanitised the area. Franklin, he said, had
unplugged a DVR and a nearby camera,
which they took with them, along with
the murder weapon (a metal object) and
other items of evidential value during
their escape. They reportedly discarded
the items during their journey in the doctor’s vehicle to the West Bank of Demerara (WBD).

New law proposes life in jail for GECOM fraud
Under the proposed amendments
for the electoral law, the Chief Election
Officer (CEO) at the Guyana Elections
Commission (GECOM) can face life
imprisonment along with a hefty fine of
$10 million for committing fraud.
A draft document of the proposed
changes to the Representation of the
People Act (RoPA), the main electoral
law, was released to the public on Friday
for consultation. The document will be
reviewed by key stakeholders including
the Government, Opposition, civil society groups and members of the public at
large within a six-week timeframe for
which, they can make objections and
give feedback on the new law.
According to the draft, under the
amended law not only can the CEO face
hefty penalties for fraud, but other top
officials within the elections machinery
can face jail time for similar offences.
The draft amendment comes more
than one year after the Guyana’s Regional and General elections were held.
The results of the 2020 polls were protracted for close to six months due to allegations of fraud and miscalculations
of the votes. The country’s former CEO,
Keith Lowenfield, Deputy CEO, Roxanne Myers and Region Four Returning
Officer, Clairmont Mingo, are all before
the Court, charged with fraud.
Added to that, they have all been

dismissed from GECOM. As such under
the new law, the Chief Election Officer
is liable of an offence “if he makes false
statements, knowingly posts or caused
to be posted an electronic copy of a
statement of poll that is not a true copy
of the certified copy of the statement of
poll delivered to him, or that contains a
false statement and would be liable on
summary conviction to a fine of $10
million and to imprisonment for life.”
Another responsibility of the CEO
is to prepare a final report on the nationwide votes which is to be submitted to
the Elections Commission to declare the
winner of the elections. If he fails to do
this within the established timeframe or
if he falsifies any of the data, he can also
be jailed for life and fined as much as
$10 million.
Other persons involved in the electoral process can face fines as high as
$10 million and can equally be jailed for
life if they breach any provisions as outlined in the proposed updated RoPA.
The amendments to the RoPA recommend life imprisonment for any person who fails to deliver to the CEO a
true certified copy of a tabulation form
or who delivers a tabulation form with
falsified information.
The amended law stipulates further
that “a person who obstructs an assistant
agent or an alternate polling agent in the

Keith Lowenfield

performance of his functions commits
an offence and is liable on summary
conviction to a fine of $10 million and
imprisonment for 10 years”.
Accordingly, the draft amendment
recommends that person who fails to
follow the procedure set out in the new
law in ascertaining or to ascertain the
total votes cast in a district or sub-dis-

trict for each list of candidates commits
an offence and is liable on summary
conviction to a fine of $10 million and
imprisonment for life.
Additionally, it notes that any person who fails to deliver to the returning
officer of district Region Four a true certified copy of the sub-district tabulation
form or who delivers the sub-district
tabulation form with falsified information commits an offence and is liable on
summary conviction to a fine of $10
million and imprisonment for life.
“A person who fails to deliver to
the Chief Election Officer a true certified copy of a signed sub-district tabulation form as referred to in subsection
(11) of the law or who delivers a tabulation form with falsified information
commits an offence and is liable on
summary conviction to a fine of $10
million and to imprisonment for life.”
The document also states that the
presiding officer who refuses to accept
from an elector, for consideration of the
elector’s identify, a form of identification as authorised under the RoPA, commits an offence and is liable on
summary conviction to a fine of $5 million and imprisonment for 10 years.
The proposed changes to the law
also provide for charges to be laid
against a person who allows an applicant to vote who is not eligible to vote.
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Georgetown among world cities
to be under water by 2030
Worrying details from a Climate
Central map illustrates that Georgetown,
Guyana, and eight other cities worldwide are forecast to be under water by
2030, due to the rising sea level stemming from climate change.
It was reported that the area that is
projected to be under water by 2030 is
where 90 percent of Guyana’s population resides. It was also stated that for
centuries Guyana’s capital, Georgetown,
has relied on sea walls – or, more accurately, one gigantic, 280-mile long sea
wall, for protection.
The sea walls is Georgetown’s main
defence because most of the coastline is
between 0.5 and one metre below high
tide. With more than half of the country’s
population in danger, it was stated that
the country will need to bolster its sea
wall substantially if Georgetown’s central areas are to avoid massive damage.
Other cities on the list of being submerged by 2030 are: Amsterdam,
Netherlands; Basra, Iraq; New Orleans,
USA; Venice, Italy; Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam; Kolkata, India; Bangkok, Thailand and Savannah, USA.
The Climate Central map was created based on the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2021
report. Climate Central is an independent group of scientists and communicators who research and report the facts

Map illustrating land projected to be below tideline by 2030

about climate change and how it affects
people’s lives and the IPCC is the United
Nations body for assessing the science
related to climate change.
While the map shows future sea
levels, it does not illustrate what could
happen during flooding or other extreme

weather events.
Recently, this publication reported
that Guyana is particularly vulnerable to
rising sea level as a result of climate
change, plus regional shifts in the height
of the sea. This was highlighted in the
2020 World Health Organization (WHO)

report on climate change.
According to the report, Guyana’s
initial national communication to the
United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) states
that the sea level, along the Atlantic
Coast, is projected to rise by about 40cm
by the end of the twenty first century.
This means the sea is rising at a rate of
two – four millimetres each year, counting the entire century.
The report explained that “From
1951 to 1979, sea level off Guyana’s
coast rose at a rate of some five times the
global average (0.4 inch, or 10.2 millimetres per year)— and around six
times the twentieth century average or
three times the 1993 to 2009 annual average.”
Additionally, this is not the first
time that Guyana’s vulnerability to sea
level rise has been documented. Last
year, a mini-documentary on the natural
phenomenon of erosion and climate
change produced by REEL Guyana and
its founder, Alex Arjoon, spoke to the
vulnerability of Guyana’s low-lying
coastal region. Not forgetting that severe
flooding earlier this year had led to many
sectors in Guyana being affected along
with the livelihood of citizens. In June
2021, President Ali had declared the
flooding situation in the country a National Disaster.

CRIME & COURTS

Man gets 21 years in prison for murder
Colin Grant, the man who
pleaded guilty to killing Diamond, East
Bank Demerara (EBD) businesswoman, Sirmattie Ramnaress, has been
sentenced to 21 years in prison.
The sentence was handed down
yesterday at the High Court in Georgetown by Justice Jo Ann Barlow, weeks
after Grant, who was originally indicted
for murder, pleaded guilty to the lesser
count of manslaughter. Grant had accepted that he committed a crime while
the court later freed his alleged accomplice Colin Bailey, a former policeman
for lack of evidence.
In handing down her sentence,
Justice Barlow noted that while Grant
had committed a capital offence, which
carries grave punishment, the case does
not deserve maximum punishment.
As such, even as Grant received
21 years imprisonment for the crime,
she deducted one-third of the sentence
due to his early guilty plea along with
the six years, which he spent on remand.

Grant was incarcerated for the
murder of Ramnaress, which occurred
on August 30 or 31, 2013, at Diamond
Housing Scheme, East Bank Demerara.
The body of the 36 year-old Ramnaress
called ‘Sabo’ was found lying face
down at her Diamond, East Bank Demerara residence. It was reported that
she was killed in the garage of her
home by an alleged hit man.
A blaze coming from the woman’s
home led firefighters to a bond where
they stumbled upon her body. Her body
reportedly bore two stab wounds – one
to the neck and another to the hip.
The police, in a statement said that
Ramnaress’ house was ransacked and
drenched with a flammable liquid, and
a storage bond at the rear of the building was destroyed by the ensuing fire.
A post mortem examination performed on her remains revealed that
she died as a result of a ruptured spleen
and brain haemorrhaging.
In 2015, the police charged Grant,
who was Ramnaress’ neighbour, and

later arrested Bailey after Grant
claimed that he was paid by the policeman to kill his ex-reputed wife and remove the device that stored her
surveillance footage.
As such, Bailey was arrested subsequently and charged jointly with
Grant for the capital offence. Bailey, a
former police sergeant, after spending
six years behind bars was released following an admission from the prosecution at his trial that it never had any
evidence linking him to the murder of
his reputed wife of 21 years.
Since his release from prison in
October, Bailey vowed to sue the State.

Teen charged
with murder
On Friday, a 16-year-old boy was
among four persons charged for allegedly killing Trevor Allen of Parika
Façade, East Bank Essequibo.
Last Sunday, Allen was murdered
at a shop in the Parika Façade area moments after imbibing alcohol with his

brothers. The defendants, Eashwar
Sookdeo, 26, Chaitram Persaud, 23,
and Navindra Sugrim, 18, all from
Parika Façade were arraigned in the
Leonora Magistrate’s Court before
Magistrate Zameena Ali-Seepaul where
the indictable charge was read to them.
The men were not required to
plead to the charge which states that on
October 31, at Parika Façade they murdered Allen. They were all remanded to
prison and are expected to reappear in
court on December 9, 2021.
Meanwhile, the teen was charged
separately and he too was not required
to plead to the charge. He was then remanded to the Juvenile Holding Centre
and will reappear in court on December
9.
A fifth suspect, Davin Persaud, 28,
had reportedly committed suicide just
three days after the incident. Sometime
around 01:15hrs last Wednesday, he
passed away at the Skeldon Public Hospital after allegedly consuming a poisonous substance.
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T&T announces Covid vaccine
top-up for some nationals
From this week elderly and
immunocompromised
people
in
Trinidad and Tobago who have already
been vaccinated against Covid-19 would
be able to access an additional dose of
the vaccine to further protect them
against the virus.
Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh made this announcement on Monday as he noted World Health
Organisation (WHO) interim guidelines.
However, Deyalsingh said this
should not be referred to as a “booster
shot” but, rather, an additional primary
dose.
Speaking during the ministry’s virtual news conference, Deyalsingh said
the additional doses will be available
from tomorrow to be administered to eligible people.
These people would have already
received two doses of the Sinopharm,
AstraZeneca or Pfizer vaccines, or one
dose of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine
and were deemed to be fully vaccinated.
For the Sinopharm vaccine,
Deyalsingh said elderly people from age
60 as well as immunocompromised people would be able to access a third dose.
Immunocompromised people consist of those with health ailments including cancer, HIV/AIDS, transplant
recipients, those who are immunodeficient and those on immunosuppressive

T&T Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh

therapy.
“If you fall into any one of the five
categories, as determined by your physician with a referral letter… you can access your third shot,” Deyalsingh
advised.
He said this also applies to the AstraZeneca, Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson vaccines.
However, a third Pfizer dose will
be given to those aged 12 and over if the
person is immunocompromised.
Pregnant women who are immunocompromised can also receive a third

Pfizer dose. The timeframe to receive an
additional primary dose is between three
and six months after the last dose was received or “as soon as humanly possible”,
Deyalsingh stated.
“The standard practice as outlined
by WHO in the interim guidelines is for
as far as humanly possible is… if you
got Sinopharm, you take Sinopharm as
your additional primary dose. If you are
a recipient of a Pfizer vaccine for those
12 and over, you will be eligible if you
are moderately to severely immunocompromised for your third Pfizer shot.

If you are a Johnson & Johnson recipient
over the age of 18, you will get your second additional primary shot for Johnson
& Johnson.”
Questioned on the mixing of vaccines, Chief Medical Officer Dr Roshan
Parasram said recipients of the AstraZeneca vaccine can be given the
Pfizer vaccine as their third dose, as this
mix has been approved by the WHO.
However, this will only be done if
there is a shortage of AstraZeneca shots.
Parasram said, for now, AstraZeneca recipients will receive an AstraZeneca third dose.
He noted enough Pfizer vaccines
have to be held back to ensure those who
received their first dose can get their second shot.
To access the additional shot,
Deyalsingh said most eligible people
would be in the public healthcare system
and would be given the shot at their clinics.
“Don’t appear at the site from
Monday. You will be called. We have the
database of your name, your numbers,
your ages. We are going to make it convenient for you. We don’t want you to be
waiting there a long time,” he said
Deyalsingh said around 20,000
people who are immunocompromised
are eligible for the additional dose.

Dame Sandra to become B’dos ﬁrst President
The island of Barbados is in the
midst of great change. As the country
continues to transition into a republic,
the nation has elected a woman as its
very first president.
Dame Sandra Mason was elected
after securing two-thirds of the votes in
the country's two houses of Parliament,
the government announced.
Barbados announced in September
2020 that it would become a republic, a
process that involves removing Queen
Elizabeth as the island nation's head of
state.
"The time has come to fully leave
our colonial past behind," Mason said in
a speech delivered that month on behalf
of Prime Minister Mia Mottley, according to Reuters. She added, "Barbadians
want a Barbadian head of state. This is
the ultimate statement of confidence in
who we are and what we are capable of
achieving."
Officials said last year that their
goal was to complete the process of becoming a republic ahead of the 55th anniversary of that important date, making
good on a goal that's been decades in the
making.
Prime Minister Mottley described

Dame Sandra Mason — will become President of Barbados when it becomes a Republic

Mason's election on Wednesday as a
"seminal moment" on the road toward
becoming a republic, according to the
Government Information Service state-

ment.
"The time has come for us to express the full confidence in ourselves as
a people, and to believe that it is possible

for one born of this nation to sign off finally and completely," she said.
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T&T to lift State of Emergency
nationwide on November 29
THE end of the state of emergency (SoE) in Trinidad and Tobago on
November 29, may see other public
health restrictions being lifted, National Security Minister Fitzgerald
Hinds said on Monday.
This despite public health officials
expressing worry over a new surge in
infections and deaths.
On Saturday, the Prime Minister
confirmed the SoE will not be extended and when it ends, so to will the
10 pm to 5 am curfew.
Speaking at a media briefing on
Monday at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Port of Spain, Hinds, when asked
about health regulations that saw closing times for businesses adjusted prior
to the SoE, said such regulations may
also be removed.
“The government has to be as
flexible and as dynamic as the circumstances that are around us. As we said
from the very start, we are guided by
the science. And we are also guided by
observing the experiences of others in
other parts of the world. As we stand
today, it is the view of the government
that we can remove those or we can
live without those restrictions.”
Apart from the SoE, there are restrictions on public gatherings, which
remain at 10 per group. Beaches and
rivers remain closed, places of worship
are at 50 per cent capacity and operate

for 90 minutes per service.
The implementation of safe zones
have seen movie theatres, water parks,
restaurants and bars opened but only to
vaccinated patrons. Children, who
presently can't be vaccinated, are not
allowed in the safe zones. Schools are
expected to be opened to all from January while forms four to six students are
presently allowed at school whether
vaccinated or not.
Hinds said government is taking
note of the spread of the delta variant,
and the death toll reaching in the teens
on some days. However, he said
enough has been done to inform the
population on the benefits of getting
vaccinated and the rest is now up to
them.
“We have spent hours each day almost, even at the level of the prime
ministership, talking to the people. We
always have to balance between lives
and livelihoods. We kept that balance,
we would like in that balance to open
the economy because that is having an
impact on the people in the country as
well.”
Hinds said there are countries
with a vaccinated population of 80 per
cent and above which have completely
re-opened their economy but with less
than half of TT's population vaccinated, it is now up to individuals to
make a decision to impact the country.

T&T National Security Minister Fitzgerald Hinds

“We believe that we have done
enough and we continue to do all that
we could. We always said that once
these restrictions come down, and
there's little or less societal response to
the vaccine, thereafter it will be up to
you as an individual.
"The statistics are showing that 98
per cent of those that end up in the
now filled ICU and eventually die are
unvaccinated. It is a personal choice

and we have done all that we reasonably could,” Hinds said.
He added that the police executive
has assured him that they are ready for
the increased public mobility once
health restrictions are removed.
He said while the criminal elements wait to breathe, the police are
anticipating the backlash from this
freedom and will implement plans to
address any "anti-social behaviour."

Man goes beserk, chops two to death
A 33-YEAR-OLD Trinidad man
was on the run on Monday after going
berserk at his New Grant home on Sunday night, chopping to death two close
relatives – one a man and the other a
woman – and attacking two other relatives both of whom are now in hospital
in critical condition.
"I just don't know nah," was how
71-year-old Myna Jagroop reacted while
being interviewed by Newsday outside
her home hours after the horrific attack
which saw her daughter Monica, 35, and
son-in-law Anterro McQueen, 52, being
chopped to death.
Jagroop's husband and Monica's father Manickchand, 72, as well as another
daughter Indra, 42, (Mc Queen's wife)
were also chopped and are now fighting
for their lives at hospital. Police said
Indra’s left hand was chopped off.
Eyewitnesses claimed the killer did
not say anything while he was chopping
his victims.
While police are saying the murderous attack stemmed from an ongoing
land dispute, one relative of the victims
claimed the suspect went crazy after attending prayers in which an animal was
sacrificed as part of several rituals.
Jagroop said that at around 10.30

Anterro McQueen — chopped to death

pm on Sunday, she heard relatives talking downstairs the house. Jagroop said
she and her husband live upstairs the
wooden house while their daughter
Indra, her husband McQueen and their
two children, 15 and eight, live down-

stairs.
She said that Indra and her family
had just returned home after attending a
birthday party for McQueen’s mother in
Cocoyea Village, San Fernando. Jagroop
said that while lying down in bed, she

heard Indra cry out.
When she went downstairs, Jagroop
said she saw McQueen sitting on a bench
leaning against a car near the front door.
She thought he was drunk and was leaning on the car for support.
Jagroop said Indra blurted out that
the relative (name called) had just
chopped her and McQueen. Jagroop said
that at the time, the suspect was silently
standing nearby. There were blood stains
on the car and ground.
Jagroop said her husband came outside to see what was taking place and
was attacked and chopped by the suspect. Jagroop's other daughter Monica, a
single mother of two, lived across the
road with her children, 15 and 13. The
suspect lives a stone’s throw away.
Jagroop said that after her husband
collapsed, the suspect ran across the
road, entered Monica's house and
chopped her to death. He then ran off
into the night.
"I do not know how many chops my
husband get. My daughter’s (Indra) hand
was cut off by the wrist,” Jagroop said.
She confirmed that relatives have
been bickering over land but believes the
suspect was drunk at the time and could
not control himself.
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JA Attorney wants better
security for drug case exhibits
Jamaican Attorney
Donovan
Williams is imploring police officers to
properly secure exhibits that are to be
used in the prosecution of criminal cases,
this after a no-case submission was upheld by a judge in the Kingston and St
Andrew Parish Court on Thursday.
Williams and Queen’s Counsel Tom
Tavares-Finson, who represented the accused men, questioned the integrity of
the evidence that was submitted by the
crown, and the judge dismissed the case.
The allegations are that two parcels
of cocaine were discovered under the
driver and front passenger seats of a motorcar during a search on January 4, 2019
at the headquarters of the Police Narcotics Division. The accused men were
not present during the search.
Williams represented the driver and
owner of the car, while Tavares-Finson
was the attorney for the passenger. Both
accused men were charged with breaches
of the Dangerous Drugs Act, including
possession of, dealing in and trafficking
of cocaine.
According to Williams, the evidence was compromised after video
footage from a surveillance camera at the
narcotics division showed police officers

entering the vehicle after it was sealed
and made sterile.
“I would appeal to officers in these
types of cases to be very prudent and
careful in how exhibits and evidence, exhibits that are to be used in the prosecution of cases, that they be handled with
the utmost care and integrity,” said
Williams.
“The exhibits ought to be protected
because in this case, the motorcar is an
actual exhibit because it is alleged that
they found prohibitive substance in it, so
the car ought to have been protected.
“In my view, if you are going to
search the car or anything has to do with
the car, then the accused should be present there to maintain the integrity and to
ensure fairness of the search,” continued
Williams.
He explained that the matter started
on January 2, 2019 when his client was
stopped by the police on Spanish Town
Road in the Corporate Area. Williams
said an initial on-the-spot search of the
motorcar was conducted, and nothing illegal was found.
Williams stated that his client was
asked to drive the car to the compound
of the narcotics division for a more de-

Jamaican police with a recent seizure of illegal drugs

tailed search to be undertaken.
The car was securely locked, sealed
and left in the custody of the police while
the driver and the passenger were
processed and released.
According to Williams, on January
4, a search was conducted by members
of the Caribbean Search Team in the
presence of a justice of the peace, and the
two parcels of cocaine were allegedly
found. The attorney said the police indicated that they could not wait on the
presence of his client, the co-accused or

their representatives.
“Having reviewed the video recordings, I picked up a material discrepancy
between the viva voce evidence of the
police witnesses and surveillance
footage. The car was entered into by police officers after it was purportedly securely sealed and locked. No explanation
was offered for this by any of the officers
who gave evidence,” said Williams.
That discovery led to the successful
no-case submission in court, and the release of the accused persons.

Port Antonio gets bite at shipping cherry
Jamaica Minister of Tourism Edmund Bartlett says the call by European
luxury boutique vessel “The World” on
the Ken Wright Pier, Port Antonio, Portland, on Sunday is a sure sign that
“cruise shipping is on its way back”.
Bartlett, who is back in the island
following an international tourism blitz
in which he and several ministry and
government officials made key stops in
the Middle East, the United Kingdom as
well as the main source markets of the
United States and Canada, said that with
both Falmouth and Port Royal next on
the agenda, all Jamaican ports should be
getting ships over the next two to three
months.
“Indeed, we welcomed the passengers and crew members of The World to
beautiful Port Antonio earlier today
[Sunday, November 7]. This is a highend vessel with 90 passengers, and
which will be overnighting until
Wednesday. They will be getting off for
tours and other activities,” the minister
said.
“This is just the beginning of something special as we continue to welcome
back the ships to our Jamaican ports. We
started back in August where the Carnival Sunrise made its first call on Ocho
Rios following the near 18 months absence of cruise ships from our ports.
Now here we are with Port Antonio get-

European luxury boutique vessel 'The World' docks in Port Antonio

ting a bite of the cherry and with better
days to come. We know it’s not yet the
end-all, but it is obvious we are getting
there…that we will keep building on this
momentum,” he said.
Bartlett’s optimism is being shared
by other stakeholders (craft vendors, raft
captains, supermarket and shop owners,
restaurateurs, bar owners, et cetera),
with many calling the ship’s arrival “a
glimmer of hope” and a prelude of better
things to come.
“Well at the very least we got a ship
before all the other ports except for
Ocho Rios,” said businessman Renault
Tomlinson.
"We know we have ways to go, but

this is a positive start and, of course, we
all know that we have to start from
somewhere. I like the fact that they will
be overnighting and the possibility of the
business people of the town making
some money.”
Another businessman, Linval Rose,
agreed.
“The ships have been away for over
18 months, so we will take whatever we
can get,” he added. “We might be a
small town, but we do have some firstclass attractions [Somerset Falls, Reach
Falls, the Errol Flynn Marina, Rafting on
the Rio Grande, Boston Jerk]…we have
the ambiance and the people right here
in Port Antonio.”

Mayor of Port Antonio Councillor
Paul Thompson said that another cruise
ship is slated to make a call later this
month, noting that “these are positive
signs” despite the challenges brought
about by the coronavirus pandemic.
“We have to view every positive
sign as a step in the right direction,” he
noted. “We are a small town that relies a
lot on tourism - both cruise and stopover
visitors. Yes, we know we don’t have the
infrastructure to accommodate the big
ships like Ocho Rios, Falmouth and
Montego Bay. There is, however, a market for the small boutique high-end vessels, and that is where we are making
our pitch.”
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Dottin's 132 guides Windies Women
to 45-run win over Pakistan
DEANDRA Dottin slammed a
century and Hayley Matthews had a
strong all-round performance as West
Indies Women beat Pakistan Women by
45 runs, in the first game of a threematch One Day International (ODI) series in Karachi, Pakistan, on Monday.
Dottin struck 132 off 146 deliveries with 18 fours and two sixes to propel
West Indies Women to a competitive
253/8 in 50 overs.
West Indies Women lost Rashada
Williams (15) and captain Stafanie Taylor (six) cheaply, while Kyshona Knight
was forced to retire hurt.
Dottin and Matthews then combined to put on 119 for the third wicket.
After Matthews fell for 57 off 67
balls with eight fours, Pakistan fought
back as West Indies lost quick wickets
in the dying stages, after being in a commanding position on 191/2 in the 42nd
over.
Dottin was the fourth batter dismissed.
A cameo by Shemaine Campbelle
(23 off 20 balls) helped get West Indies
Women past 250.
Bowling for Pakistan Women,
Anam Amin grabbed 5/35 in ten overs
and Fatima Sana snatched 2/65 in ten
overs.
In response, Pakistan Women were
limited to 51/3 in the 13th over before a
57-run partnership between Kainat Imtiaz and Iram Javed kept the home team

Hayley Matthews (right) and an unnamed teammate celebrate after the dismissal of Pakistan's Kainat Imtiaz

in the contest.
When Javed fell for 40 and Imtiaz
was dismissed for 24, no other partnership was worth 50 as Pakistan limped to
208/9 in 50 overs.
Aliya Riaz tried to keep the innings
together with 46, but 3/31 in ten overs
from off-spinner Matthews ensured
West Indies Women took a 1-0 series

lead.
Fast bowler Shakera Selman
snatched 2/35 in ten overs.
The second match will bowl off at
1 am on Thursday.
Summarised Scores: WEST INDIES WOMEN 253/8 (50 overs) - Deandra Dottin 132, Hayley Matthews 57,
Shemaine Campbelle 23; Anam Amin

5/35, Fatima Sana 2/65 vs PAKISTAN
WOMEN 208/9 (50 overs) - Aliya Riaz
46, Iram Javed 40, Muneeba Ali 28; H
Matthews 3/31, Shakera Selman 2/35.
West Indies Women won by 45 runs.
Player of the Match: Deandra Dottin
(West Indies Women).

Cricket world bids farewell to Gayle, Bravo
THE world of cricket bid farewell
to West Indies stars Dwayne Bravo and
Chris Gayle and thanked them for their
service to West Indies cricket.
Bravo, 38, played his last match
for West Indies against Australia in the
International Cricket Council T20
World Cup, in the United Arab Emirates, on Saturday.
It marked the end of an international career that started in 2004.
Gayle, 42, has not confirmed his
retirement but said in an interview he
wants to play one more time in front of
his home crowd in Jamaica.
Ireland will visit the Caribbean in
January which may give Gayle the opportunity to play at home. Gayle made
his debut for West Indies in 1999.
Following the match between
West Indies and Australia, Bravo said,
“I think I had a fairly decent enough career to walk away from the game. Being
around the international circuit to represent my country for let’s say 18 years.
I think as a kid growing if you told me
that 18 years ago I would say you are
lying. I am very grateful to represent the
West Indies for so long.”

Bravo said he built many friendships over the years.
The all-rounder thanked his first
coach at Queen’s Park Cricket Club
Charles Guillen for believing in him.
He also reflected on playing with
West Indies legend Brian Lara. Bravo
and Lara were team-mates from 2004 to
2007 before the latter retired.
Talking about who else played a
role in his development.
“Richard Smith my first captain
for the national team and there are the
Borde brothers – Colin Borde and
Jerome Borde. These people played a
big part in my upbringing as a player.”
Bravo said playing the game with
passion was something he learnt from
his mentors.
Pollard, who is three and a half
years younger than Bravo, recalled
watching Bravo play for a few years before getting the opportunity to join him.
“We are fortunate and lucky to
have an individual like him amongst us
for the last 18 years or so. My first interaction with him would have been
with Queen’s Park and the TT cricket,
but watching him before that as you

said because I am younger than him the
way that he celebrated his wicket, the
flair he batted with those are the things
I remember the most…thank you for
being a great role model and mentor for
us budding all-rounders coming
through the Caribbean.”
Bravo said he would like to play
franchise cricket for a few more years.
Recalling a few of his best moments for West Indies, Bravo said, “I
have a few (memories) obviously getting my Test cap at Lords, my childhood hero Lara was the captain so that
moment was very special. Winning the
ICC Champions Trophy in 2004 was
another special moment for me, my first
Test hundred against South Africa (was)
another special moment and obviously
the two T20 World Cup (titles in 2012
and 2016) I put high up there.”
Darren Sammy was the captain of
the West Indies teams that won the titles
in 2012 and 2016.
Sammy, who did commentary during the West Indies match against Australia, gave his thoughts on Bravo’s
career.
“He was always about talking

about creating a legacy, our own legacy.
Sir Viv (Richards) and Sir Clive Lloyd
and all of them did it in Test and an ODI
format and we had an opportunity to
create our own legacy in the T20 format
and I think this team they have done
that.”
Samuel Badree, a part of the 2012
and 2016 T20 World Cup teams,
thanked Gayle and Bravo. He tweeted,
“Trendsetters in T20 cricket and absolute legends of the youngest sibling
of the sport. They have truly entertained, inspired and blazed a trail for the
young guns to follow. Thanks for your
yeoman service, gentlemen!”
Former West Indies fast bowler
Ian Bishop, now one of the most respected commentators in the world,
tweeted, “Two greats who have made
outstanding contributions to the game.”
The West Indies Players Association tweeted, “Congratulations on an
amazing career @DJBravo47. You have
represented the region with class and
we thank you. Sending best wishes to
you on your retirement.”
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New shipment
just in time for
Diwali
The NEW breed of
WORLD CLASS
harmoniums
"BHASKAR"
Only $1599.00 each. Check it out.
Call Bhaskar 647 216 2359
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Buying or selling a home is the
largest financial commitment you
will ever make
TRUST THE PROFESSIONALS

BAIN THOMPSON
Sales Representative

You will enjoy our professional and
enthusiastic style of doing business and our
knowledge of the real estate market.

Sutton Group - Summit Realty Inc., Brokerage
Direct: (416) 898-5192; Admin: 647-333-BAIN (2246)
Let us teach
you how to
make money
in real estate

DAMIAN SOTO

JONATHAN REGALI

TOBE OMEGA

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

